About the Center:

The Science Education Innovation Center aims to improve the numbers and quality of students enrolled in National University of Mongolia taking a leading role in the reform of secondary education curriculums and textbooks. Among them: Since the integration between the branches of science is significant, we are conducting joint research among teachers, developing new teaching methods, and introducing them to urban and rural secondary schools. Our center supports young scientists and graduates who have successfully participated in Asian and international Olympiads and are studying at world's leading universities.

Research areas:

- Content and methodology research of mathematics and physics
- Research to improve teaching methods
- Research on child cognition and development

Field of study:

- Professional development and methodological trainings of mathematics and physics teachers
- “New Egel” methodological trainings for high school students
- Trainings for teachers and students of urban, rural and remote schools
- Ordered trainings for urban, rural and remote primary school teachers are being organized.

Address:

Science education innovation center, Room 310, Building 1, National University of Mongolia, 14200, Ikh Surguullin gudamj -1, Baga toiruu , Sukhbaatar district, Ulaanbaatar city

E-mail: seic@num.edu.mn
Phone: +976 88854448

The official responsible:

Director: Solongo Batdelger
E-mail: seic@num.edu.mn
Mobile Phone: +976-88854448